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James Madison University

Senate supports free tuition
for JMU staff, faculty families
By Mike Wilson

assistant news editor

The immediate families of full-lime university
faculty and staff should be allowed to attend JMU
without paying tuition, according to a Faculty Senate
bill passed unanimously Thursday.
"It would be a real morale booster for the faculty
and staff," said Dr. Charles Dubenezic, speaker pro
tempore of the senate, and a member of a
subcommittee established to investigate the proposal.
Under the proposal, the spouses and children of all
full-time faculty and staff would have their tuition
waived by the university, Dubenezic said. However,
participants in the program still would have to meet
all regular university entrance requirements.
Universities in at least 19 other states have similar
programs, he said.
One of the goals of such a program would be to
"attract better faculty members" to JMU, Dubenezic
said. Faculty members might be more willing to
come here if they knew their children could attend

free, he said.
Also, allowing family members to attend the
university without paying tuition might provide
faculty and staff members with greater "incentive to
do a good job," Dubenezic said. "We will have a
better climate for students and faculty to work in."
The proposal was first brought up in the senate
during fall 1985. At that time, the senate asked that a
committee be set up to investigate the proposal.
"We had to determine if it was legal and feasible,"
Dubenezic said.
The committee worked with Dr. Russell Warren,
then-vice president for academics affairs, and Roscoc
Roberts of the attorney general's office to determine if
the proposal violated any state laws. The group found
no laws that would prohibit the bill, Dubenezic said.
"It appears that there is nothing to prevent JMU's
Board of visitors from passing the bill," he said.
The proposal received enthusiastic support in the
Faculty Senate.
See TUITION page 2 >

Bookstore to check IDs

Policy to help curb text thefts
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS

Bull's eye
Some snow still remains on parts of
campus, Including the bust of James
Madison which someone used for target practice.

To combat campus textbook thefts, the bookstore
will reinstate an ID check policy and prohibit
students from selling two copies of one book to the
bookstore during buy-back time.
"These measures are designed to make life easier for
the honest customer," said Patti Sarb, director of the
bookstore. "Ninety-nine percent of students would
never think about engaging in this type of thing."
The problem involves students taking books from
other students and reselling them. Campus police
have received reports of textbooks being stolen from
students in the library und other public areas on
campus.
Area textbook retailers also will check student IDs
when they buy back books and avoid buying copies
of the same book from one student, Sarb said.
Through discussions with campus police and some
incidents at buy-back times the bookstore became
aware of a theft problem, she said.
"Shoplifting is not the biggest problem. The

biggest problem is making sure that the right person
is getting the money for a book," Sarb said.
Under the new policy, student IDs will be checked
and the bookstore's computer system might be used
to show if they have sold a certain title before, Sarb
said.
"Students when selling back books must have
identification," she said. "We are not here to judge,
but we are here to set the same criteria for everyone.
This is a preventive measure to protect the honest
customer."
»
Bookstore staff members also have noticed that
some books have had price tags switched and some
new books have had used labels put on them.
Sarb hopes to deter book theft by not giving
students an opportunity to steal, she said. Students
should put their names in their books and have
specific ways to identify them.
"If someone has a book stolen, they need to get to
the campus police fast," Sarb said. "They will alert
See TEXTBOOKS page 2 >
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"There is widespread faculty support
for the program," he said. Even though
"not everybody is going to gel direct
personal benefit"
The exact cost of the program has not
been determined yet, but Dubenezic said
"it should be a very small percentage of
the university's budget."
He said the committee expects about
10 percent of all faculty and staff

members to participate in the program.
In other business at the meeting,
Dubenezic presented the faculty
concerns committee's report on
university personnel files. The issue
was first brought before the senate in
September.
At that time, a department "had a
situation where a faculty member sawevaluations of his or her performance
signed by other faculty members," he
said.
The faculty members who made the

Textbooks

Dubenezic said Dr. Robert Shapiro,
acting vice president for academic
affairs, had recommended the
departments implement a coding system
for individual peer evaluations.
Dubenezic said using number codes or
some other coding system instead of
names would solve the problem.
Individual departments must decide if
they want to use a coding system, or if
they would prefer leaving names on the
evaluations, he said.

Do you want to
work for us?

>■ (Continued from page 1)

area book-buyers and try to stop the person who stole
it from reselling it."
A bookstore advisory committee made up of store
staff members and Student Government Association
members has been meeting regularly to examine and
recommend ways to publicize and deter campus
thefts.
"We're starting to receive feedback from [student]
senators and ideas from constituents," said Ann-Marie
Johnson, SGA administrative vice president. The best
way to deal with the problem is by making people
aware of it, she said.
Sarb said the problem is worst around exam and
buy-back time
"Around exam time, students should be aware of
leaving belongings," Sarb said. Students should make
it difficult for thieves to take books and other
belongings.

evaluations were upset because "they
had thought they were confidential," he
said.
Faculty members are allowed to
review their own personnel folders.
Personnel files are kept in the
department heads' offices, the deans'
offices and the personnel office,
Dubenezic said.
Peer evaluation forms are kept in the
department heads' offices, he said.
In order to make sure the problem of
confidentiality does not arise again,

The Breeze soon will be accepting
applications for 1987-88 paid staff
positions. More details will be in
upcoming issues of The Breeze.

The Office of Commuter Student Services Presents:

"THE ONE AND ONLY YOU"
A special interest series for commuter students
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

29
3
5
10
12

7 p.m.^Commuter Lounge "Health and Wellness"
7 p.m. Commuter Lounge "Communication Skills"
7 p.m. Commuter Lounge " Stress Management"
7 p.m. Commuter Lounge " Motivation"
7 p.m. Commuter Lounge "Decision Making and
Problem Solving'
Feb. 17 7p.m. Commuter Lounge "Choosing a Career"
Feb. 19 7 p.m. Commuter Longe "Assertiveness"

If you are interested in participating in any of these programs please
sign-up In the commuter lounge or contact Mrs. Sherry Miler. Coordinator
for Commuter Services
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Students victimized by thefts

Burglar gets 21-year prison sentence
By Amy Porter
court reporter

At least four JMU commuter students
were victims of a burglar who was
sentenced Tuesday to 21 years in prison
for numerous break-ins and larcenies
reported over a 10-month period.
Gregory Robinson, 27, of
Harrisonburg was sentenced for
numerous break-ins and larcenies
committed since December 1985,
according to a Daily News-Record
article last week.
Robinson was an orderly at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital,
according to the article. After
co-workers noticed Robinson wearing a
ring similar to one a patient had
reported missing, a warrant was
obtained to search Robinson's
apartment for the ring.
Two
mid-October searches
uncovered more than $13,000 worth of
property taken in 13 reported break-ins
of Harrisonburg homes and businesses,
the article stated. Robinson also was
charged with credit card theft, three
break-ins in which smaller amounts of

goods were reported missing and grand
larceny for the patient's ring.
Last Tuesday, Robinson pleaded
guilty to nine of the break-ins at private
homes in Harrisonburg, according to
the article. Robinson will be eligible
for parole in about six years.
Two other men also have been
arrested for their alleged involvement in
the burglaries Robinson was convicted
of, the article stated.
William Holmes Barnes, 21, address
unknown, and Lawrence R. Shifflett,
20, of Harrisonburg, will be tried at a
later date and police said they are
searching for a fourth suspect, according
to the Daily News-Record account.
Seniors John Watson and David
Guidash had their South Avenue
apartment broken into in August.
More than $1,000 worth of stereo
equipment, clothing and furniture was
stolen. Most of the stolen items
belonged to Watson.
When Guidash returned a week early
from summer vacation, he found two
large windows open, and a screen cut on
one of them. He said the windows must
have been left unlocked because they

were not broken.
He reported the break-in the same day
he arrived, but it took a week to
discover everything that was missing.
For instance, he and his three
housemates, who also are JMU
students, didn't notice a picture missing
from the bathroom for about a week.
Guidash said when most of the stolen
items were discovered in October,
Watson found clothing he didn't realize
was missing.
In an unrelated incident, their
apartment was broken into in December
1985.
Watson, a marketing major, said his
stereo, turntable, receiver, speakers, 100
record albums and clothing were stolen
in August. Other stolen items included
a large, glass living room table, wall
pictures belonging to Guidash and a
cable converter box.
Watson attended summer session
here, but left his belongings in the
apartment while he visited his family in
Delaware for three weeks before the fall
semester began, he said.
Many of the stolen items from
Watson and Guidash's apartment were

recovered except Watson's stereo,
turntable and receiver. His insurance
company paid for those items.
When the police called Watson to
identify the stolen goods at Robinson's
apartment, many of his belongings
were there. "They furnished their house
with all our stuff," Watson said.
"The police did a really good job. I
was surprised because I never thought
that I'd get my stuff back."
Watson said a 21-year sentence for
Robinson is fair. "Everything was fair.
. . He [Robinson] thought out these
robberies."
Guidash also thinks the sentence is
fair. "I was the happiest guy in the
courtroom," he said.
Despite the two break-ins. Watson
said he thinks Harrisonburg is safe.
"[The robbery] makes me more aware
and more careful. It taught me to take
my valuables with me when I go home.
"It's obvious when no one is here
because there are usually six or seven
cars parked in the driveway. We're
susceptible to being broken into
because we leave, for vacations," he
said.

Pub opens, receives mixed reactions from students
By Alessandra Griffiths

Staff writer

V

Thursday night saw the opening of JMU's
long-awaited pub in the Warren Campus Center,
with students voicing mixed reactions to the
newest social opportunity on campus.
Junior John Fmnerty said the pub "is a fabulous,
progressive idea. Most universities are closing
their pubs while JMU is opening theirs.
"It also allows freshmen into a bar atmosphere
and it serves as an answer to the need for a student
gathering place on campus," Finnerty said.
White and pink tablecloths hang over the pub's
tables and candles help create the atmosphere.
Junior Jeff Pompeo and senior Darrell Alexander,
who were at the pub on opening night, said they
would like to see the pub take on a different
atmosphere.
"The pub needs a bar and fewer tables," Pompeo
said. "It needs more of a pub atmosphere, this is
more like the Sheraton."
Senior Elizabeth Reynolds agreed. She said the
current atmosphere is "too formal."
Mike Nette, a junior from George Mason
University who went to JMU's pub over the
weekend, compared it to GMU's on-campus pub
that was established several years ago. •
George Mason's pub has a wide-screen
television, tables, a bar with bar stools and a
"$3,000 jamming stereo," Nette said. "GMU
students love the pub, especially the traditional
ladies' night."
Although 70 percent of GMUs students live off
campus, the pub does a big business there, he said.

Establishing a pub at JMU is a good idea, "but the
pub has to have a pub atmosphere," Nette said.
"It is not enough just to designate an area for
drinking and call it a pub."
Jeanne Quigley, who has worked for Salads Plus
and the Steak House since last fall, said, "The pub
is a good idea but like anything new, it needs time
to develop. We are trying to get suggestions from
the customers."
Freshman Jennifer Heslin said the pub's opening

"It's not the same
atmosphere as JM's
because it's on campus
and it closes too early."
— Shanna Collins
night went smoothly and she thought it "provided
a place for students to socialize instead of always
going to the fraternities and sororities."
Because the pub does not recognize the
grandfather clause in the new drinking age law,
students must be 21 to drink alcoholic beverages.
All students are admitted and those who order
alcohol are carded at the table.
Some students wish the pub recognized the
grandfather clause. Freshman Patty Lapalb said,
"The grandfather clause should apply because it is
preventing students who are of legal driruring age

from drinking at the pub. This also takes profits
away from the pub."
The idea for the pub originated within the
Student Government Association and since then
has become a combined effort among the
University Program Board, Office of Student
Acitivities, food services and the SGA.
Bell Reilly-Stemper, supervisor for the pub,
said, "What you see is what the students wanted."
Sophomore Shanna Collins said she enjoyed her
visit to the pub, but she does not think it can
compete with JM's Pub & Deli. "It's not the same
atmosphere as JM's because it's on campus and it
closes too early," she said.
The pub is open Thursday through Saturday from
6 p.m. to midnight. Nancy Carrier, a pub manager
who also manages Salads Plus and the Steak
House, said, "If we need to expand our hours, we
will. We are here for the students."
Beers served at the pub include Miller Lite,
Coors, Michelob, Heineken and St. Pauli Girl.
Non-alcoholic beer, such as Moussey and Kaliber,
also is available.
..Mock cocktails also appear on the menu. Virgin
Mary, Tomless Collins, Whiskey-less sour and
frozen Lime Daquiri are among the choices
included. Subs and appetizers such as mozzarella
sticks, fried mushrooms and fried zucchini also are
offered
The Richmond Comedy Club provided the
entertainment for the pub's opening night. The
Coffee House committee, which is organized
through the UPB, is responsible for most of the
entertainment
•
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This Could Be Your Last
Chance for a Career With
KAY JEWELERS
Kay Jewelers operates 380 stores coast to
coast and is one of the largest jewelry
retailers in the United States.
We offer a professional
Career Development Program
and we believe in its results we promote 100% from within.

'AMATEUR^

Si NIGHT J3

Contest February 3 to Match 31
Finals April 7
Contest Starts 9pm
WEEKLY PRIZES
1st Puzo - $25.00
■ and $50 00
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Kay Jewelers will be recruiting
Manager Trainees on campus
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To find out more about
Kay Jewelers
contact your placement office.'
IX) IT TODAY!

3-2521
IN THE SHERATON 433-2521
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Need Financial Aid?
Now Is The Time To Apply For Financial Aid For 1987-88
Students seeking assistance and/or employment (except Food Service, Residence Halls and
Security) should obtain applications NOW from the Financial Aid Office in Hoffman Hall. *
DEADLINE: MARCH 16, 1985
FAF's should be mailed to Princeton, NJ NO LATER than the second week of February.
To All Guaranteed Student Loan Applications:
If you will be applying for a Guaranteed Student Loan at any time during the 1987-88 academic
year, federal regulations require you to file a FINANCIAL AID FORM WITH THE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE in Princeton, NJ.

ROCK POSTER SALE
X

ROOM C WARREN CAMPUS CENTER
SPONSORED BY WJMR

10AM-4PM
t,r,, ,:1
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Remodeling to start soon in campus center
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

Two first floor offices and the
television lounge in the Warren
Campus Center will be relocated during
spring break as the university starts
implementing plans to redecorate the
center's first floor.
The University Program Board's
offices and ticket window will be
moved into the current TV lounge
room, and the old student commuter

lounge will become a TV room, said
Suzanne Straub, director of student
activities.
In addition, the scheduling and
operations office, currendy in the Office
of Student Activities, will move into
the current UPB office space, she said.
"We want to use the space as
efficiently as possible for the student
population," Straub said.
The relocations are designed to give
students easier access to the scheduling
and operations office, which currently is

in the back of the student activities
office, Straub said.
With the new access, there won't be
as much traffic and congestion in the
student activities office, she said.
The student activities office also is
making plans to redecorate and rearrange
the furniture in the main student lounge
on the first floor this summer, Straub
said.
"The first floor hasn't had any
significant changes in several years,"
Straub said. "We want to make a much

belter environment for the people, with
it being less hectic and more open."
New furniture, wallpaper and pictures
are planned as part of the redecoration,
she said.
Renovation plans are in "a conceptual
stage" now, Straub said. Detailed plans,
costs and a timetable for the renovation
have not been determined.
Funding for the renovation will come
from the Warren Campus Center
budget, she said.

COURTFILE
bllictrical/Xlectronic /Computer Engineers...
]Computer Scientists..Mathematicians...
Lanfoafe Specialist■
Latitude. That's what keeps a Job Invigorating
—the chance to expand your interests, to take
on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as
up. Well, that's precisely what the National
Security Agency offers you as one of our people
I N8A performs three all-Important tasks. We
k analyze foreign communication's. We safeguard
America's vital communications. We set security standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we want you in on the
Job.
NSA offers choices upon choices. In assignments. In projects. In careers. But whatever
your role, It's going to make a difference; it's
going to produce Immediate results.
For an Klectrical / Electronic / Computer
Engineer options abound. In fact, the entire
technological and functional spectrum are
yours for exploration. Microprocessor implementation and programming, communications systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM, systems
architecture and optics. Among others.
To the Computer Scientist, we deliver opportunities across the frontier of finite state
machine development. The applications realm:
systems design and programs, applications and
evaluation, and computer security research and
design.
Mathematicians research a variety of mathematical concepts including probability theory,
statistics, Galois theory and group theory
Language Specialists in Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian languages meet the challenges of
translation, transcription and analysis head
on. Every day.
Whatever your field, you can be certain to
find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find
a competitive salary, enticing benefits and an
appealing suburban location between two vital
urban centers—Washington and Baltimore.
For additional Information, schedule an interview with your College Placement Office. Or
write to the National Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus February
16th interviewing graduating
seniors.
NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN:M322(AAMl
Fort Meade, MD 20766-6000
U.S. olUaenshlp required for epplloant and immediate
family members
An equal opportunity employer

Local court
decides on
DUI charges
By Amy Porter
court reporter

The cases of two students and three
non-students charged with driving under
the influence were decided in
Rockingham General District Court
during January.
Driving under the influence
• Student Bartley R. Talberl of
Clinton, Md., was fined $250 and his
license was suspended for six months
Jan. 8.
He was arrested Nov. 16 on Newman
Drive by campus police.
• Student Andrew S. Godfrey, of
Harrisonburg, pleaded innocent Jan. 8.
The charge was amended to improper
driving and Godfrey was fined $100.
He was arrested Oct.10 in E-lot by
PC Dukes by campus police.
•Non-student Tony W. Rohrbaugh, of
Harrisonburg, pleaded guilty Jan. 8. He
was fined $250 and his license was
suspended for-six months. The court
then lifted five months of the
suspension. He also enrolled in the
Alcohol Safety Awareness Program.
Rohrbaugh was arrested Sept. 20 on
Madison Drive by campus police.
• Non-student Walter Weaver III,
address unknown, pleaded guilty
Thursday. He was fined $250 and his
license was suspended for six months.
The court then lifted five months of the
suspension. Weaver also enrolled in
ASAP.
He was arrested Nov.15 on Btuestone
Drive by campus police.
• Non-student Jeffrey S. Ernest,
address unknown, pleaded guilty Jan. 8
and was fined $250. His license was
suspended for six months. The court
then lifted five months of the
suspension. Ernest also enrolled in
ASAP.
Ernest was arrested Oct. 30 on
Newman Drive by campus police.
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Excellent Financing
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Two Bedrooms with a Split Bath
or
Four Private Bedrooms with
2 Full Baths

c
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All Kitchen Appliances
including
Microwave Oven .
Washer & Dryer
Roommate Locating Service ...
MGK.

And Much More ...
c

Welcome JMU Bus Service!
Now available every 15 min. at
Hunters Ridge.

Plan II - Four Private Bedrooms
Two Full Baths

Units Available
Make Fall
Reservations Now!
OPEN

Weekdays 3 - 6p.m.
Weekends 10a.m. - 6p.m.
or
call for an appointment

MUMTER*
■ID at
CONDOMM*"*

434-5150
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Jf?y NEW VO/?/C STYLE P/ZZ4

CfftfS flftza
SPECIAL

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
coupon only)

\J IM L. Y

*p0.4.^7

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street
*lO*l-OOfO

Expires May 30, 1987

GRAND
OPENING
The "Fresh Alternative" has come to:

Market Square feast
777a/ means fresh and fabulous sandwiches
and salads made right before your eyes,
topped with free fixings of your choice.
^■■■-\j-

BUY ONE GET ONE Offer Good all
i^M^B^^. i^HM^^^tf day
night
FRLandAND
SATon

nn Min M71 M7

n

Market Square East j
NextToTCBY

-

Feb. 6 and 7

"US

Sandwiches & Salads

Phone Ahead
433-SUBS
open daily
10am-1am

THE BOARD OF VISITORS
OF
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

■

...Invites undergraduates to apply for the
position of Student Member of the Board of Visitors
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
- Sixty credit hours earned at James Madison University.
- A 3.00 cumulative grade point average.
- Currently registered for at least twelve semester hours.
- Significant involvement in campus activities.

s r

** )■

III! Hi II

Interested students may obtain an
application in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs (Alumnae Hall, Room. 107). Applications
should be returned in person by the
deadline, 5 p.m., February 13,1987.
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FOR RENT
' 5' r :/-(•/*< HG*M -y |fe| |'./—tjt*l",«V
'V 'Jz~V.'.
■*f/J.2C#; '^ i5T"e <33-'508
I OH CampM
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SE R . CES
Typing Service - 23 fear- eocenes
HSbzaq* Vrc Pxe ?7V99K

' 5s 3CaT"*^

Horizon Sure Tan s a y.V;. :--.
$aton w* tfe best s.
years of service 1106 Query oir St
434-1812

*joo- $2<5 <34-2'%
ROMS

UaXl -■>.: -V£r. Vi

For Rent Across From

Madrton Manor - Female wanted to jhare i
-/." $'3SlM najliMl FMWMd
•^ cab* ■..-.
"v- •-: 4 -ve

University Place - Looking tor female to
;>;<■. >/'M "/r "---.
■■-.:■.■■■.■: ' v
detafc cat Kayte or Amy. 4334546
Stag* Room in HarrisontMo/s Prims Condo
-Fi>/ furnished, cat* TV, stocked kitchen.
JMU bus transport to school $i25/mo
Contact Andy Werner, 200 Woodand Dr.,
Wilmington, Oeteware 19809 or call
302-764-3745 after 7 pm

FOR SALE
Rosslgnol SMC 190 length $110 with
marker birxSngs, x4796.
1976 Honda Accord - 3 ctoor, hatchback,
73,000 miles, good condition Calf
434-2620 after 6 $1400
Ski Boots Raichie women's 7, good
condijon, $75 Bethany, 568-5855
1

.38 Special Tickets for $9 (negotiabie)
Need to sei. Erin. x5926

Is ii True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext

Research Papers - 15 278 avaiabfe!
Catalog $2 Research 11322 Idaho.
#206XT, Los Angeles 30025 Tc4 Se he
ma: 800-351-0222 Ext 33 VTSA1AC or
COO.
Easy Tan Mow Open Tar 4 refer w* ow
aMSam^aaMMRmjajater -.->-.■?.
32 MMer Circle, behind RJ's Deli
434-0808 cafl for appointment, Monday
Friday. 8-9. Saturday. 8-4
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices CaB
Battery Supply Inc. 434-5155
Shenandoah Valley B&B Reservations
Give parents a getaway 703-896-9702
Typing On Word Processor - $i/page
Rush possible Jen, X4914

HELP

Hiring Today! Top pay! Work at home No
experience needed. Write Cottage
Industries, 1407 1/2 Jenkins, Norman,
Oklahoma 73069.
Waitresses Needed - Apply in person at
Jess' Lunch. Lunches needed bul all hours
available.

The Country Place is 42 miles north Enjoy
2 BR cabin or 5 BR lodge with waterbed.
fireplaces, mountain views. $65 up. For
brochure, reservations call 1-743-4007
evenings or Gail Price, Communications
Dept
Paying Top Dollar For Used CD's! Also
buying records 4 tapes. Town & Campus
Records, 70 W. Water St., Harrisonburg

PERSONALS
Tonight & Every Monday s Classic Rock at
JM's.

Rush Phi Mul Monday Open House at 9.
Tuesday Progressive Munchies Party at 8.
Wednesday Bedtime Story Party at 9.

Men's Wedding Band Lost In Snow White
gold inlaid over yellow gold, TJB to CJA
engraved inside. Lost In front of Converse
on 1/23/87. $50 reward. Call Chris at
x3622

2 For 1 - Sunday & Monday, with student
ID, in house only, offer good through Feb. 9.
RJ's Garden Deli, 1560 S. Main St. Open 10
am -10 pm, Monday-Saturday. 11 am -10
pm. Sunday.

:
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Dally - We still need to celebrate
everything. How about dinner? You pick the
place 4 111 get the tab Dilly

Congratulations To Our New Baby Violets
Liz 4 Jin! We love ya!

Found In Presidential Parking Lot
Sunglasses 4 case Describe to claim.
433-0747 or 433-9821

■

Seniors - Herff Jones wiH be on campus for
the last time March 3rd to sell caps &
gowis

Typing - Ex-secretary will type, print 4
save your papers for only $1 10/page. Cal
Karen, x4373.

Found Red Wool Scarf in the "Busch Suite"
IKE C203 Call Kevin, x5491.

i

Rush ATA - A great decision1 Contact
Anne, x4309

Matt - You're such a mess, but you're so
cute! I love you! Lisa

World Karate Champion Steve "Nasty"
Anderson from San Diego. California will
open the newly founded JMU Martial Arts
Club at WCC Ballroom 2nd floor, Mondays
4 Wednesdays, 7-9 pm. More info, call
434-8824. Come by- for a free week of
lessons.

LOST & FOUND

interested in Daytona This Spring Break?
Since I operated IK same trip last year. I
can vrtuafy guarantee no surprises1 Only
$199 - complete Contact Chris or
Christian at x7549.

Rob Cook - Run! Baz ata en ya pans!

Ride Wanted to Richmond - Feb 6th Call
Carole, x7563.

WANTED

Come Check Us Out! 4>B.\ smokers. Mon,
Feb.'2 4Tues Feb 3. 6 pm, Burruss 11.
Ajr r~ bM BM IMJP Z2~ OR

The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed 4
Breakfast m ML Jackson. 6 cozy antique
bedrooms with fireplaces Near skiing
Great getaway $45 for 2 with full
breakfast 703-477-2400.

WANTED
Government Homes from $1 (U repair)
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 805-687-6000, Ext. GH-5526 for
current repo list

Green Eggs 4 Ham? Was Dr. Suess Right?
Sr-e >ee •** a*r &35S rear/r are at a
..... ....e..5.„ =-£3e 'e^ by
' Manor Design CU> Sponsored by Living
Sciences Ctob 6 dffierent colors of light
■i reveal how kght afters te coky of food,
HHH '.'----: •> ---■< ■--,■ tamptei
Btertrt Auoitonum Moody Hall, Tues.
=%c : :. v

Stuart - The question is: Are you available?

To The Cute Guys In The Cute Convertible
- Thanks for the pushes around Cleveland
parking lot last Wednesday! Girl With
Orange Impaia

Remember Someone Special
Carnation sale Feb 2 4,6.

A IA

Weeties - Happy anniversary 4 many more1
Swuddtes forever. Love D.
Couples Interested In Competing for prizes
in the Newlywed Game at the new pub
contact Tiffany, x4423
Happy 19th Birthday Crip! Your ever loving
roommate, CRC.
Rush AI~A - Come to TV Night Thursday
730 at house!
Spring Break Daytona - Our reputation
speaks for itself! Ask anyone who went last
year. Starting at $199 - really! Christian,
x7549.
Congratulations to Panhellenic's New Exec!
Good luck. Phi Mu.
SJussy - You'retvery much thought of &
respected by a very large ape. Space is
something we aU need, but donl be afraid
to venture out.
Jeannettie Spaghetti - Thanks for being
such a fantastic roommate. Let's go to
HoJo's again soon. I love ya! Joanie
Pepoeroni P.S. Happy Ground Hog Day!
Alfred E. Neuman -Thanx for your help on
the 1/29 issue. You're a sweetie! Love.
Melissa
Rock
Poster
Sale
Today & Tomorrow. Room A, WCC, 10 am 4 pm. Sponsored by WJMR
1

1

te»

■

Amy (Ar) - Lakeside was interesting. Care
to try again?

Send Balloons For Valentine's Day! Call
433-2540 or 568-5876 now!

Rushees - Phi Mu Bedtime Story Party
Wednesday at 9.

Thanks To My "Sweeties", D 4 D, M. R 4 C,
for making my 19th birthday a very special
LNancy

Rock & Roll - Tonight at JM's; 60s 4 70s
classics.
'Jame C - My passion for you must come to
an end (or a beginning). I'm obsessed. Youknow who. B.
Shades - Wishjne luck. Tomorrow's a big
day for me. Love, Mel.
WJMR Poster Sale
Today, Tomorrow, Room A WCC
Wlne-Prlce Residents - You're the best'
Your staff.
Spring Break Daytona - Transportation
oceanfront lodging only $199" The
deadline's bqgn extended but hurry
Contact Christian at x7549
Phi Beta Lambda will be hosting its
smokers Mon., Feb. 2 4 Tues., Feb. 3 at 6 in
Burruss 11.

0, Amy of Pagan Institution of Worldly
Pleasures - Your iniquity is great 4 your
sins are numerous - Mene, Mene, Tekel,
Upharsin! Live long 4 prosper. The
antichrist.
AIA Carnation Sale - Surprise your best
friend, roommate, scope or lover.
"Nasly" Anderson World Karate Champion
invites you to a free week of Karate lessons
Call 434-8824. JMU MartaJ Arts Club.
2 For 1 - Sunday ft Monday, with student
ID, in house only, offer good through Feb. 9.
RJ's Garden Deli, 1560 S. Main St Open 10
301
-10 pm, Monday-Saturday. 11 am -10
pm, Sunday.
Spring Break Trip - Transportation from
JMU, 7 night oceanfront lodging, Daytona
$199; Panama City $188. Call Steven,
433-8553.

-
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Phi Mu Progressive Munchies Party for
rushees Tuesday at 8.

Phill - "I want your children." Happy
birthday! (Late) Love you!
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Sh-t-Tongued Tamml - No more bad
ArA- Sisters get psyched for rush!
words. Remember your New Year's
resolution! Have a great week. Love, MB.
PJ - Turn off that rock music & get away
from this "pagan institution." But for now,
live long & prosper..."
Join The Funl OB A smokers tonight &
tomorrow. Be there!
Are You Guilty? Don't waste food in D-hall!
You're throwing your money away!
Lisa - Tomorrow's your birthday...happy
birthday to you! Happy 21st!
Free Dog - Shayne needs a good, permanent
home. She's been spayed & has all shots. All
ASA Carnation Sale - Feb. 2, 4 & 6 in
accessories included (food, toys, kennel).
Harrison Annex.
Great disposition & loves people! Call Trish,
433-3661.
Rush <DM! 1 of the nation's oldest & largest
sororities.
AXP Little Sisters are selling hand
delivered balloons for Valentine's Day. Call
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices. Call
Tara, x4413, or Denise, x5659, for details.
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.

Congratulations Alpha Gams on Dean's List
- Mary Mumber, Kelly Owens, Karen
Ahlquist, Amy Matthews, Susan McKissick,
Leslie Metker, Beth McDonough.

Classic Rock Night at JMs. Sponsored by
Lambda Chi.

Day tonal Last year over 90 people from
JMU enjoyed the sun & fun! Only $199 - no
surprises. Contact Christian, x7549.

A Spring Break in Cancun - 7 nights
including air & hotel, $499. Limited space.
Call now. Main St. Travel, Chartottesville,
1-800-544-8747.
2 For 1 - Sunday & Monday, with student
ID, in house only, offer good through Feb. 9.
RJ's Garden Deli, 1560 S. Main St. Open 10
am -10 pm, Monday-Saturday. 11 am -10
pm, Sunday.
Train With The Best! World Karate
Champion Steve "Nasty" Anderson from
San Diego, California. JMU Martial Arts
Club, 434-8824.

To Baby Blue and the other High
Streeters: Here's to March and insurance
checks. Love you, Your tenth housemate
Asylum little sisters - Whoa babies - Get
off! Yall were too awesome - Amy, Becky,
Krissss, Jane, Lynn, S-a-a-andy, and Rita Get psyched for the next festive frenzy.
Love ya, Gene.

Phi Mu National Representatives wil be
holding interviews for prospective
members on Tues., Feb. 3,9-2, Room D on
the Mezzanine. Call x5994 for an
appointment.
AIA Carnation Sale - $1.50 each (includes
delivery). Harrison Annex.

Are You Guilty? Don't waste food in D-hali!
You're throwing your money away!
Dear Jimmy -1 hate you. You're a terrible
roommate & I hope you die. Have a nice day.
Muss

Happy 21st Birthday Su Carper! From your
"bestest buds." We love you!
Brian - Happy 21st! Hope you never become
risk averse! Elaine
John - Happy Anniversary! The champagne
will be doubly delicious tomorrow!! Amy.
Barci - A friend is a friend forever I'm
here for you (even when I'm not there!)
Love you, Amy.

Stu threw cups, Stefan got sick,
S-a-a-andy slipped, and yes - Gene - broke
the bottle.

Shelly, Thanks for the letter. Who are you?
Dave

Thanks to whoever found my keys. You
were right and 111 be more careful next time
atAXP. Leigh (Leslie)

The Breeze is looking for students whose
military parents are stationed in Virginia.
CaH X6127 between 9 am. and 2 p.m.

Write your ad here:

Rushees - Come meet the Sisters. OM
Open House Monday at 9.
Congratulations Alpha Gams on President's
List - Kelly Adair, Elissa Cooper, Mary
Downey, Jenny Glass, Jacki Hampson,
Monika Rice. Lisa Ritchie.
Karen Jefferson - Keep up the good work,
we're ail behind you! Z22
Bake Your Buns In Florida Sun - Spring
break could never be better! Daytona, Key
West & Ft. Lauderdale starting at $99 to
$165. Take our bus or drive yourself. Dont
miss the party! Call soon, space limited. Call
Mitch at x7456 or Jennifer at x4166 or
Julie at 433-9860.

Daytona '87 - Lots went last year, it's a
stylish tradition! Only $199 - complete.
Hurry! Contact Chris or Christian at
X7549.
.
,-.
Give Your Friend or Sweetheart A Lift!
Send balloons! Call 433-2540 or
568-5876 to order.
Spring Break Vacation - Daytona, Ft.
Lauderdale or South Padre, TX. Starting
at $139. 7 nights quad occupancy.
Transportation packages available. For
information call 1-800-222-4139. Student
agents welcome.
L.A. - Have a great day! Love, Your OM
Little Sis.
Scott Scordas - Happy birthday & good
luck from all your friends on 4th Moor
shorts.

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $2 for 1-10 words,
$4 for 10-20 words and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze,
campus mail, or deliver it to our
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Deadline for Monday's issue
is noon Friday. Deadline for Thursday's
issue is noon Tuesday.

Name
Phone

All classifieds must include name
and phone number.
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iFOOD MARKETS.

8.44

89°

A*P AU. NATURAL

WPOBTED

FRESH YOUNG
HEN TURKEYS
".

BUY ONE GET ONE

COCA
COLA

STROH'S
BEER

"0"

LG BRAND
CORN CHIPS

SOUTH MCKAINHTE

onouNo

THOMPSON
SEEDLESS GRAPES

i9B9

APPLE
JUICE

DINNER

4

1.00

99"

MONTEREY JACK OR

A&P
MILD CHEDDAR
8-oz
pkg

99C

rites omi

FRESH
GROUND BEEF

68* 1.29
MACARONIV CHEESE

HCSH SCVCRM.

ALL FLAVORS

*^L BREYERS
M YOGURT

1*1.00

*».'«'

«• fi zzmza
«V*TMB» • OC1C ^»Bt. -DOMtSIlC

COOKED
HAM

1.99
Ring Delivery
and
Ring Order Days

COUPON BONANZA
BONUS BUVS
nONui nuv

SIW

Warren Campus Center
Room A

Balfour

snvc

•NOTVIOLACLV

noNus nu

cm

LARGE

*

Tuesday Feb.3rd, 9am - 4pm
Wednesday Feb. 4th, 9am - 4pm

Q«AO€ -A"«OOZ

snvc

39«r

wRAo*<r.-i?oe

**Q

snvc

wm HWSII wmou
FWSH.2KH LOAF

„

WHITE
BREAD

OO0
49

KRAFT UAAGAreNf . ifrOZ POK

PARKAY ^Q0

SINGLES 99^. QUARTERS
■" — — • — — — J~»^n^"«*^i2»*w«

»*JO

'•» •*' ** ^ JT^ — — — — *-'

Prices effective thru Saturday, February 7,1987

ra

»m». niw«
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Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY-

OUt-Cf a*. V£*Y CU*J

Coofcees^mj oueo SOME-

Gary Larson

■ Keith Turner

THE REAL WORLD.
if 6CPS, TH6 is TMMUC?

THE FAR SIDE

nk u*h josr SIT /cty *y AUP
iZi THIS so?r of TUdut
HWWW— v*o KUOW WHATS
■ GOTTA « powt,

R»IS£ TK£
DRTWW&

ITS -rue.
vfc GUI pe."

The embarrassment of riding oil into a lake sunset.

AfcE?

/

0*£ IIV «J KCHOHOLr Ult(TtC\

This space could be yours.
-

The Breeze is seeking qualified cartoonists to
fill this spot for this semester. If interested, contact
Kyra Scarton, editor, c/o The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, campifs mail, or call her at $6127. Apply today.

"Ybu know. Russell, you're a great torturer
I mean, you can make a man scream tor
mercy in nothing flat... but boy. you
sur» cant make a good cup ot coffee ."
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ARTS
PEOPLE
Ashby residents working togethei
c

By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

■\

An empty, bent frame was all that remained of
the black sign in front of Ashby Hall.
That frame nearly indicated eviction for the 79
male residents of the Bluestone residence hall that
borders the quad.
The frame also seemed to illustrate Ashby's
recent history.
The reputation of being "the wildest dorm on
campus," is one with which many students are
familiar. The free-for-all atmosphere at parties in
past years has been fueled by people streaming in
the front, basement and fire doors, and residents
and party-goers alike have witnessed — and been
involved in — some unusual incidents.
• Early in December, a JMU-owned van was
stolen by a student, who drove it across the quad

,...

and into a cubic cement trash can in front of
Ashby Hall. The trash can tipped over and landed
on the "Ashby Hall" sign. The sign was loosened
from the smashed frame, taken out, and had to be
replaced.
• Kegs occasionally get thrown out of —.or
through — windows during parties, but kegs
aren't all that have been known to leave the
building this way. Separate incidents have
involved a stove and a refrigerator being tossed
from a second-story kitchen window and onto the
basketball court below. However, the accuracy of
the shots was not available.
• People have been rumored to drive golf balls
off the roof with no apparent flag, pin or hole in
sight.
• Ashby also has had its share of visitors, and,
in the spring semester of 1983, one might have

overstayed his welcome. Although not enrolled
any classes, one male lived rent-free in room 3
while working at Massanutten Village ski resorl
through the first half of the semester.
• The graffiti-covered water tower 01
Harrisonburg's skyline had not seen much actioi
in 1985 until Ashby residents decided to pai111
"Jim Fogerty For Hall President" on it. Fogert
was the reigning hall president at the time. Th
next day Alpha Chi Rho fraternity brother
painted over it, and the popularity of the tower
message space was renewed.
With Ashby ranking first among residence hall|
in vandalism repair costs in September, Dr. Bi
Bolding, director of residence life, kne\|
something had to be done to tame the hostc
Closing the dorm was one option.
Complaints 'from campus police an
housekeeping focused on parties held in th
building, Bolding says. The police found ih
parties to be overcrowded, out of control and i
violation of Virginia alcoholic beverage control

"We've lived together te
attitudes have changed.
property. We consider it

\

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS
In September,
costs.

L

Ashby

Hall

ranked

first among residence

halls In vandalism repair
v -

regulations. Vandalism and trash left in halls we
also concerns, he adds.
On Sept. 29, the JMU administration dccide|
that it would no longer tolerate Ashby resident
behavior. Bolding met with those who lived i
the hall to discuss the options concerning the
housing future.
Residents say they found the meeting witi
Bolding fair. "They told us everything the
wanted changed here. We wanted things to changj
too," Jerry Blaze, a senior and three-year■ fcsidei
says.
Ashby head resident, Brad Thompson, a jun it
who is in his first year on the hall staff, says
behavior was below JMU standards in the carl
part of the school year. "The parties tend to g<
big here. Now I have to restrict the par'
privilege. It is a privilege."
Junior John Gurnee, president of Ashby
five-member hall council, says the council had
"pull together and start throwing parties w
the rules." Their parties, he says, had becom
uncontrollable, and if things didn't change,
parties would have to come to a halt.
The hall council, with cooperation
improvm
residents, has led the effort in
check*
organization of the parties. Now IDs arc
routinely at the front door — the only ava
entrance — to keep out underaged slu(K
Residents of each wing of the building are
responsible for picking up trash in the
mopping the floors the next day.
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to clean up act, retain 'ruling' status
Since the meeting, Bolding says there have
been few problems at Ashby, and that the
students have shown more responsibility. When
asked Thursday whether the hall would be used
next year as student housing, he replied, "As far
as I know, it is."
Bolding says before residents began cleaning
up after parties, "The housekeepers were awful
tired of cleaning up all that crap, but have
commented on [the conditions of hallways in
AshbyJ having changed for the better of late."
Lois Dean, the housekeeping crew leader, says
things are getting better, and her crew enjoys
working in Ashby. "They are nice and friendly
with us. They always have a nice comment."
The cooperation extends, Dean says, until
residents have to explain the black streak marks
on the left wing of the first floor hallway. Dean
says. Soccer cleats, boots, skateboards, and
bicycles are only guesses the housekeepers can
make.
Gurnee says his hall has a great rapport with

»».
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the housekeepers. "We joke around with them,
and we cooperate with them.
Phillip Deane, maintenance superintendent,
says the vandalism and repair workload figures
have declined. "Since around November, they
have greatly improved. Ashby was a rough house
in past years. Back then, we normally had to wait
until the students had left for the year before
going in to do repairs."
Kriss Fillbach, the area resident supervisor,
says the improvements will mean extra repairs for
Ashby — for example, the replacement of
missing ceiling tiles that once filled in the
crossword puzzle overhead.
The dorm residents' teamwork — more than
half the residents arc varsity athletes — has
shown in their efforts to change their image of
free-for-all parties and vandalism. Many of the
students have lived in the 75-year-old building for
more than one school year, and they take pride in
it.
/It's like a fraternity," Blaze says.
Hall Council Vice President Marc Hinson, a
senior, says, "We've lived together here for a
while now, and our altitudes have changed. We
want to take care of our property. We consider it
ours."
Living in Ashby has become a privilege, say
the residents, many of whom were "pulled in" by
friends during hall registration. "It's dorm life that
isn't that bad," Blaze says. "Ashby always fills up
first in registration."

Staff photo by EUZABETH MYERS

One Ashby resident describes living in the hall as "dorm life that isn't that bad."

Ashby stands next to Harrison Hall, a central
location on campus which makes Up part of its
appeal to residents.
"The location and because it is such a fun place
to live made it easily my first choice," says
resident Paul Donahue, a sophomore.
It's easy to see the brotherhood that exists in
the dorm. Many doors are left open, as if residents
are more like each other's housemates. Fourteen
of the doors aren't even marked with a room
number.
The only separation of the hall into designated
wings comes in the spring when they hold a
tug-of-war among the four sections. A rope that
stretches from each end of the two hallways
divides two wings. The foyer is the center pit as
they pull against each other to win a keg.
But what about the parlies?
The hall council organizes fund-raisers for
annual bashes. "We are the only ones who use the
council properly for organization. And we get the
most out of it," Hinson says.
Blaze, the Ashby Hall Council treasurer, says,
"We have the money to throw big parties."
Sponsor nights with Greek organizations such as
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and Zcta Tau Alpha

sorority, along with sales of T-shirts, mugs and
soccer jerseys with "Ashby Rules" printed on
them raise this money. These Greek-like revenue
generators produce "parties you don't have to rush
for."
The Ashby "Welcome Back Party" starts the
•^school year ofL_ "Hotel parties," featuring a
different drirrtfTn every room, are held in the fall
and spring. The Christmas party is a semi-formal,
by-invjtation-only affair. An "Anniversary Party"
is held on April 11 to celebrate Ashby Hall's
founding date.
Along one side of the building is the basketball
court. A football field can be created easily on
their long, flat, rectangular front lawn. Ashby's
intramural soccer team, coached^by JMU varsity
players Hinson and sophomore Trevor Hershey,
reached the semi-finals this year. And every year
the hall conducts its own golf, racquetball and
basketball tournaments for residents.
Their backyard neighbors in Converse Hall
aren't bothered by Ashby antics in the least.
"They arc a good group of guys. They're like a
fraternity," Converse resdient Laurie Williamson^
a junior, says. "When people ask you what your
favorite fraternity is, a lot of people say Ashby."
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Hey JMU,
We feel you shouldn't
have to worry about
coupons.
So Don't!
Our coupon prices
are standard for you,
With or without the
coupons.
Not so with the
other guys...

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

MR. GATTI'S

$3.59

THE BEST PIZZA at the BEST BUFFET
in TOWN!

Every 11 AM-2 PM

Salad bar Pizza Spaghetti Garlic Bread
Cinnamon sticks the kids will love

Well deliver to your door

$3.79

433-0606

BEST NIGHT TIME BUFFET EVER!
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 5:30-8:30PM

$*

Sun-Thurs till 1:00 am

Fri - Sat till 2:00 am

Watch your favorite shows and enjoy our mouthwatering pizza.
WE GUARANTEE YOU WON'T GO AWAY

$6.00-

for any madkim
regular, cxi*
topping pizza
plus 2 FraaCokes

$7^0 a.

for any.jrtadium
rag., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not

, * , &f¥?

$6.00

for any medium
regular, ona
lopping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00

for any medium
rag., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
'
„ -may or may not

expire

$7.50

$6.00

for any medium
regular, ona
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

$7.00
for any medium
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not
expire

$$.©B Otr*7
any large
plus 4 FREE Cokes
OR
$D.0Q @FF
any medium
plus 2. FREE Cokes
May or may not expire

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
$9.00
for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire
:..!..!.j..;.:..:„;..:..:..Ui.i^-i

for any large

regular, one
topping pizza plus

4 Free Cokes

OR
$9.00

$7.50

for any large
regular, ona
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR

•ft

for any large

• for
DUN!
any large
Yegular crust 3
topping pizza plus

regular crust 3

topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire:

HUNGRY!!

4 Free Cokes
may or may not expkaj

-
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RECORD

REVIEW

Idle music on
Idle Tears disc
is premature

is that the band has not established any
type of direction. It's bad enough to
produce bad music, but bad music no
one can relate to is the lowest you can
go.
Idle Tear* might not produce anything
but a headache for MCA Records. It
By Valarie Jackson
would be best for everyone involved if,
staff writer
^_ before the second album, Idle Tears
waited a year or two — long enough to
» produce better lyrics and long enough
ft# lead singer Liz Constantine to
MCA
strengthen her voice.
You aren't missing much if you miss
This is an album I had to listen to
this
one.
again and again — not because I liked
it, but because nothing stood out when
I first listened to the album.
Idle Tears is a four-man, one-woman
band with a debut album that stinks.
The lyrics, mostly written by
guitarist/producer Dan Pritzker, are a bit MCA
on the trite side — in fact, commercial
Here's where the insults end. I admit I
jingles for Alka Seltzer are more
was
impressed by Stone Fury's latest
thought-provoking that Pritkzcr's work
release.
on this album.
The duo of Lenny Wolf and Bruce
The band makes a pretty big mistake
Gowdy
show some impressive
by trying to be remotely patriotic in it's
musicianship
with such songs as "Lies
music. "Fingers on the Pulse of
On
The
Run,"
"Let Them Talk" and
America" isn't comparable to "Born in
"Doin*
What
I
Feel."
the U.S.A." by a long shot, and many
For a hard rocker. Wolfs vocals are
Americans might find it hard to be
patriotic while listening to music this smooth and lack that strain hard rockers
like David Lee Roth and Sammy Hagar
bad.
place
in their voices to make their
Another major weakness of the album

Idle Tears

Stone Fury

Let Them Talk

Admission and scholarship

AUDITIONS
-

\

The CalArts
20

Century Players

/
2/1R-17
2/1*
2/l»
2/20-21
2/23-25
2/2«
2/27

Chicago

»/t

3/10

AnnArtxx
BJoomington

l/U

Cincinnati

Boston
New Haven
Rochester

Stephen L MosM>
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Constrictor is
'generic' Alice
Cooper at best
By Chris Cohick
staff writer
.
MCA
In 1971, Alice Cooper recorded Love
It to Death, which gave him the hit
single "I'm Eighteen" and launched him
out of obscurity.
The one thing that Love It to Death
taught him was how to make a single.
He verified this is 1972, when he
recorded the high school student's
anthem, "School's Out." Other singles
?
ike "Elected" and "No More Mr. Nice
Guy," followed, but, since the 1970s,

Cooper has not put out anything of
significance.
Then he gets his big chance to get
back into the spotlight when he's asked
to record the theme for the movie
"Friday the 13th Part VI: Jason Lives."
The result is "He's Back (The Man
BehindShe Mask)." This is the only
song on this album that utilizes
keyboards. I guess they were added to
give the song that MTV sound.
To further reinforce his chances of
success. Cooper has recruited help from
other heavy metal organizations. He
hired Beau Hill, Ratt's producer.
Michael Wagcncr did the mix for
Constrictor. He probably got the job
because of his work with Dokken.
What this collaboration yields is
Cooper sounding like Ratt and Dokken,
yet lacking the originality of these
much younger rockers.
Constrictor adds up to one
watered-down movie theme and nine
generic heavy metal snogs, which could
be classified as "Metal Muzak." Titles
include "Teenage Frankenstein," "Life
and Death of the Party" and "The Great
American Success Story."
Followers still will go to Alice
Cooper concerts to hear the old hits and
see the outlandish stage show; however,
the only good thing about Constrictor
is that the lyrics rhyme.

Do you want to
work for us?
The Breeze soon will be accepting
applications for paid staff
positions for the 1987-88 school
year. Look for more details in
upcoming issues.
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music more alive. However, Stone
Fury's music was alive despite Wolf's
soften touch.
Gowdy deserves as many kudos as his
partner on this album. His lead guitar
certainly keeps things alive, and is a
very vital part of "this album's music.
If you're a hard rock fan, you should
enjoy Let Them Talk — especially if
you demand quality musicianship in
your rock.

Cleveland

1-800-292-ARTS (California)
1-800-543-ARTS (National)
California Institute of the Arts
24700 McBean Pvksw
Valencia. CA 91555
ATTN: Stuart Horn, Admissions
These aaaaaMi are add « eoo|uoctioa »Kh ordMiom
for the U» Angeles Philharmonic Summer InuiruK
PictKipuui mar eadicioa fee eirhec or both program*
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JMU outlasts George Mason
By Rob Washburn

sports editor

It might be too early to call this a
Cinderella season for the JMU men's
basketball team, but the Dukes' ability
to pull close games out of their hat has
been almost magical.
Before 6,812 spectators Saturday at
the Convocation Center, the Dukes
were able to make a five-point halftime
deficit disappear and escape with a
75-69 overtime victory against
conference rival George Mason.
The win improved JMU's record to
15-5 overall, and left them in sole
possession of second place in the
Colonial Athletic Association at 5-3.
"We missed an awful lot of free
throws and we didn't rebound well in
the first half, but we won our 15th
game," JMU head coach John Thurston
said. "During the course of a season if
you're going to win a lot of basketball
games, some of them aren't going to be
very pretty.
"When you're on a roll, you're on a
roll. This is why people go to Las
Vegas."
But even the biggest gamblers would
be amazed at how the Dukes continue
to beat the odds in close games. JMU is
9-1 this season in games decided by
eight or fewer points, and 2-0 in
overtime contests. A year ago, JMU
lost 13 contests that were decided by
nine or fewer points.
At the outset it didn't look like the
Dukes would be in a position to make
it a close game. With the game tied at
two, JMU fans gave the Dukes their
second technical foul in as many games
by throwing toilet paper on the court.
GMUs Mike Dufrene converted the free
throw and the Patriots used the
momentum to jump out to a 19-9 lead.
Thurston was upset by the incident
because he had asked the Dukes' fans
before the game not to throw anything

"It trcmendoulsly upset me that [the
students] would do that again,"
Thurston said. "It turned out a
one-point game and it could'vc really
hurt us."
JMU was able to stay close, however,
behind the play of freshman Claude
Ferdinand. The 6-foot-5 forward scored
12 of the Dukes' 27 first-half points and
Finished the night with a career-high 22.
"It was outstanding," said Thurston of
Ferdinand's performance. "That gives us
a lot of hope for the future. Another
guy picked up the slack tonight and
that's a great feeling."
Trailing 32-27 at half, the Dukes
wasted no time in taking the lead after
the break. JMU went on a 15-4 run
during the opening six minutes of the
period to lead 42-36.
The key to the Dukes' second-half
surge was rebounding. JMU
outrebounded the taller Patriots 43-37
overall, but had an overwhelming 31-17
edge in the second period.
"We came up with all the big
[rebounds] that we needed," Thurston
said. "That's what our team has done all
year, we've made the big play when
we've had to make it"
JMU also was able to do an
outstanding job of shutting down the
Patriots' leading scorer Kenny Sanders.
The 6-foot-5 forward, who was the
CAA's rookie-of-the-year last season,
scored 10 points, all from the foul line.
He finished the game 0-for-12 from the
floor.
Thurston said it was the Patriots'
offensive strategy as much as JMU's
defense that helped shut Sanders down.
"They kept hitting their shots and not
passing the ball to Sanders," Thurston
said. "We were trying the whole night
to defend him, and giving up [outside]
shots kept the ball out of his hands. I
think they shut him down because they
kept going for the outside shot."

Staff photo by MING LEONG
JMU's Ben Gordon (10) drives against George Mason's Steve
Smith (11) and Darrln Mosley late in the Dukes' 75-69 victory.
But when GMU's outside-shots
The Dukes regained the lead on a
started finding the net, the Patriots John Newman layup with six seconds
made their run. GMU hit four
remaining, but JMU's Ben Gordon
three-pointers in the last five minutes,
fouled Moore with one second left.
the last one by Earl Moore, to take a
See MEN page 19>
60-59 lead with :26 left.

Defensive pressure keys Dukes' romp over Patriots
By sonny Dearth
assistant spprts editor

For the JMU women's basketball
team, the best offense is often a good
defense.
The Dukes exploited that old sports
axiom to the fullest Saturday night
against George Mason.
Pressuring Patriot ballhandling and
passing all over the floor, the
18th-ranked Dukes trounced
homestanding George Mason 80-46 at
GMU Gymnasium.

JMU's fifth straight win raised its
record to 16-3, 7-0 in the Colonial
Athletic Association. GMU dropped to
6-12,1-6 in the CAA.
"We're trying to get back to the kind
of defense that's been characteristic of
our team," Dukes' head coach Shelia
Moorman said. "I thought we played
very well in the first half,especially on
the defensive end."
JMU played well enough to go on a
27-2 run in the first half to end any
George Mason upset hopes.

With the Dukes already leading 14-6,
JMU scored the next 19 points to
extend the margin to 33-6 with 8:16
remaining.
JMU then outscored the Patriots 8-2
for a 41-8 lead with 4:26 to play in the
first half.
Center Sydney Beasley topped the
Dukes with 18 points, while forward
Alisa Harris added a season-high 17.
Bui the brightest star of the evening
was point guard Flo Jackson.
Jackson scored 16 points, grabbed a

team-high eight rebounds, and dished
out six assists.
"I fell like Flo really set the tone for
the whole game," Moorman said. "She
applied the pressure on their point
guard. . . .and was the key person on
both ends."
JMU forced George Mason int<j,
shooting seven for 24 (29 percent) in
the first half and held Patriots' leading
scorer Veronica Gilliard to four points.
See WOMEN page 19 >
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Ferdinand battles to best performance
By Greg McCormlck

staff writer
When the JMU men's basketball team began its
season three months ago, freshman forward Claude
Ferdinand looked at playing time as a gift.
"When I came here, I figured whatever I get [would
be] great," Ferdinand said after JMUs overtime victory
against George Mason Saturday night. "If I got a
couple minutes it was great. If I didn't play it was
great. I was going to take whatever I could get because
I knew in the future I would play."

"I don't like to get into
a pushing match, but
when they push you,
that makes you want
to play harder."
-Claude Ferdinand
Much to his, and everyone else's, liking, Ferdinand's
plans have been accelerated.
Against the Patriots, the 6-fool-5 transplanted New
Yorker turned in the Finest collegiate peformance of his
young career, as the Dukes moved into sole possession
of second place in the Colonial Athletic Association.
In 32 minutes of play, he set career highs with 22
points and six rebounds.
"That was just outstanding, just a great game," said
JMU head coach John Thurston. "Another guy picked
up the slack tonight and that's a great feeling."
Ferdinand's totals proved even more critical in light
of the less than average offensive output from forward
Kennard Winchester and guard Eric "Boo Boo" Brent.
The two combined for just 18 points.
Before last weekend's game, Ferdinand's best efforts
were 12-point outings against William and Mary and

East Carolina. His highest rebound total was one.
Fueled by a poor performance against Maryland (two
points in 13 minutes), Ferdinand made a special effort
to turn his game around Saturday. By halftime against
GMU, he had 12 points on five-of-five shooting from
the floor. For the contest, he finished six-of-eight from
the field, with no shot coming from farther than 10
feet
"I didn't know how much I had at the half. They [his
teammates] knew I was hot. On no given night is one
person doing everything [on this team]," Ferdinand
said outside the JMU locker room. "They knew I was
hot and they just gave me the ball."
Ferdinand's efforts inside were not unearned.
Forwards Kenny Sanders, who outweighs him by 26
pounds, and Tracy Battle, 36 pounds bigger, fought the
174-pound freshman all evening long.
"When they finish pushing, that's when you catch
them off guard," Ferdinand said of his techniques
against the bigger opponents. "I don't like to get into a
pushing match, but when they push you, that makes
you want to play harder."
In*addition to his success from the floor, Ferdinand
connected on 10-of-12 from the free throw line.
"I think it was extra concentration, we shot free
throws badly [over the course of the season]," he said."If the concentration is there, we can play better and
the free throws should come along with it"
Recruited by several schools out of high school,
Ferdinand narrowed the list to four: Hofstra, Fairleigh
Dickinson, Fairfield and JMU. Childhood memories
and a desire to slow his lifestyle played a major part ki
bringing his talents to Harrisonburg.
"Virginia was just the name that stuck in my head,"
Ferdinand said, "because when I was little I had a lot of
relatives in Norfolk. The state had been great to me.
"I felt like I wanted to go away, I had to go away.
It's fast-paced in the Bronx and down here it's slow."
Slow, that is, unless he's on the basketball court

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
JMU freshman Claude Ferdinand (23)
scored a career-high 22 points and six
rebounds to lead the Dukes to a 75-69
victory over George Mason Saturday at
the Convocation Center.

Wolf pack gymnasts top Highlanders, Dukes
By Sonny Dearth

assistant sports editor
The women's portion of the
Shenandoah Valley Invitational
gymnastics meet Saturday night
resembled something from the Clint
Eastwod movie. The Good, The Bad,
The Ugly.
North Carolina State won the meet
with 171.65 points, followed by
Radford with 166.80 and JMU with
164.55. Those numbers, however, don't
convey the variety of occurrences
Saturday night at Godwin Hall.
There were several breathtaking
routines in each of the four events (the
good), many falls during some routines
(the bad) and some lengthy
controversies (the ugly).
Many of those excellent routines
came from the Wolfpack.
N.C. Sfate swept the top three
all-around positions, as Leah Ranney
(35.95), Angie Fontana (34.90) and
Jennifer McFarland (34.75) led the meet
in total points.
Freshman Carol Hnatuk led the

Dukes with a fifth-place all-around total
of 33.80.
"She's going to be a star," JMU head
coach Scott Gauthier said. "She just has
to clean up some of her execution and
gain a little respect from the judges.
"She really fought through this meet.
She had some falls, but she turned what
could have been disasters into good
scores."
As a group, the Dukes had difficulties
on the uneven parallel bars,, but
rebounded strongly with a solid
performance in the floor exercise.
JMU's 42.65 points on the floor,
however, were not quite enough to
catch Radford.
"I'm glad we finished on floor,"
Gauthier said. "We ended on a really
positive note."
The Dukes' downfall came in their
second event. The trouble started with
several low scores in the uneven
parallel bars.
For example, JMU senior Laura
Peterson mysteriously fell during her
routine.

"The bars just slipped," Gauthier said
later. "I tightened that thing. . .it was
just one of those acts of God."
Gauthier voiced his displeasure at the
judging of the uneven parallel bars and
the balance beam.
"Beam was a real fiasco, as far as the
judging went," he said. "We couldn't
get a [good] score if we hit [a good
routine], and if we fell, we didn't
deserve a score anyway."
Gauthier said the judges took eight
minutes to determine Peterson's score.
"A good judge can pop up a score in 30
seconds," he said. "That slowed the
whole meet down."
Individually, N.C. State had at least a
tie for first in each event. Ranney took
first in the vault with a 9.0 and a first
on the uneven parallel bars with an 8.9.
She also tied McFarland for top honors
on the balance beam with a 9.2.
Fontana and Radford's Melissa Fyfe
both notched 9.0 scores to tie for first
in the floor exercise.
For the Dukes, Hnatuk tied for fourth

in the vault with an 8.8, and she placed
sixth in the floor exercise with an 8.8.
The only other JMU gymnast to
place in the top six of any event was
Peterson, whose 8.55 gave her third
place in the uneven parallel bars.
Still, Gauthier said the Dukes should
not be discouraged after their third
consecutive loss.
"We're in the same ballpark [with
Radford and N.C. State]. It's not
inconceivable we could score a 173 or
even a 175," he said.
He remained optimistic that the
Dukes can overcome William and Mary
and Radford to take the state
championship.
"We have girls that can do more
things than they do," he said. "It's just
a matter of polishing them all off.
"It's a long season, and we've had a
rough first part."
JMU next hosts Radford and George

Washington at 7 p.m. Friday at Godwin
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Gymnasts place third, look toward Indians
By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

Shortly after the men's gymnastics
team finished third in the Fourth
Annual Shenendoah Valley Invitational,
head coach Scott Gauthier was both
happy and sad.
Sad, because his club had not defeated
its biggest state rival William and
Mary; but happy, because he is
confident they can defeat the Indians
before the year is over.
"We would have liked to win today,
but we still have to feel good about the
meet," Gauthier said. "It was nice to be
this close."
As expected, Pittsburgh won the
meet with a score of 247.65. William
and Mary finished second with 239.55
points while the Dukes totaled 228.4.
Georgia Tech (193.8) and Radford
(179.15) finished fourth and fifth
respectively.
For JMU, the pommel horse and the
high bar were the difference between the
Dukes and William and Mary.
The pommel horse has been the
Dukes' worst event all year, but
Gauthier. feels the team is better than its
31.15 team score indicates. The
fifth-year coach cited adrenaline as the
main factor in the Dukes' poor
performance.
"I think we were just a little excited
(because of the magnitude of the
meet)," he said. "The pommel horse is
a mental game. You have to be calm
and relaxed. On all other events
emotion helps year, but it doesn't on
this one."
With time, Gauthier thinks the team
can do better on the pommel horse. On
the high bar, however, Gauthier always
expects his team to do well.
And indeed they should. Tim Railiff
holds the school record on the event,
(9.45). Mike Harley was fifth in the
state last year with a 8.35, and
freshman Tim Mullins was the state
champion in last year's United States

Gymnastics Federation meet. Of the
three, only Harley came close to his
potential.
The junior scored a 7.75 to lead the
Dukes in the event, far ahead of
Mullins and Ratliff. Mullins fell from
the bar after a twist in the air. He
finished his routine, but the fall dropped
his score to a team-low 6.1.
RaUiff also fell, but he was unable to
continue. While coming over the top of
the bar, the senior had problems with
his right shoulder. That shoulder has
given him difficulty throughout his
collegiate career. Yesterday was no
exception, as Ratliff fell to the mat
grabbing in pain. It is unknown how
long the injury will sideline him.
With just one solid performance, the
Dukes were easily beaten by the Tribe
in the event 38.1-33.8.
While Gauthier wasn't satisfied with
these events, JMU's performance on the
other four gave him hope for the future.
"If Tim can come back healthy, we
definitely have the team to beat them,"
he said. "We could have beat them
today."
JMU beat William and Mary on the
rings and vault, and was just behind
them on the floor exercise.
Bob McKiernan led the Dukes on the
rings with a 9.15, while Mullins (8.55)
and senior Mark Smith (8.4) also turned
in strong performances.
Later in the individual competition,
McKiernan was unable to repeat his top
performance on the rings, finishing
fourth with an 8.7.
Mike Harley (9.3) led the Dukes in
the vault. JMU's 44.4 was the best
team score, just ahead of William and
Mary's 44.25. Harley scored an 8.7 in
the individual competition to place
fourth in that event.
'"Harley also placed fourth in the
individual compction for the floor
exercise. The Dukes as a team took
third behind Pittsburgh and William and
Mary.

With the crowd on its feet, Moore sank
the second of two free throws to send
the contest to overtime.
After being held to just three points
in regulation, Eric "Boo Boo" Brent
caught fire for JMU in overtime. The
Dukes' leading scorer hit seven straight
Points in the extra period to give JMU
a 67-66 lead. Gordon followed with a
» dazzling three-point play, but the
Patriots cut the gap back to one on an
Amp Davis three-pointer.
GMlTs touch from three-point range
finally cooled in the final two minutes

JMU will continue its homestand this Dukes. The meet will start at 2 p.m. in
weekend as Radford visits Godwin Hall Godwin Hall.
for a return encounter with the Dukes
Once again, Gauthier will seek to
Friday night at 7 pjn.
turn the state's pecking order around
Saturday, William and Mary comes to against his alma mater and the
Harrisonburg for the third of four meets opposing coach — his brother Cliff
involving both the Tribe and the Gauthier.

Women

Men
► (Continued from page 17)

Staff photo by ELIZABETH M^ERS

JMU's Tim Mullins performs on the high bar during the Shenandoah Valley Invitational at Godwin Hall Saturday.

of overtime. The Patriots, who had
connected on 8-of-10 three-pointers to
that point, missed four in a row. JMU
sealed its win from the foul line from
there.
The Dukes' next lest will come
Thursday
night
against
conference-leading Navy. JMU led the
Midshipmen by one at the half when
the teams met earlier this season, but
Navy went on to win easily 90-75.
The Dukes will have to find a way to
shut down Navy center David
Robinson. The Ail-American had 45
points and 21 rebounds in the two
teams' last meeting at the Convocation

> (Continued from page 17)

Meanwhile, the Dukes shot 64.5
percent in the opening period.
In order to improve their defense,
JMU now sets game-by-game goals,
Moorman said.
"We set things like, "We're not going
to let our opponent score X-number of
points, or 'we're going to get someone
in double figures in rebounding,'"
Moorman said. "They're just little
things like that to give each game more
significance."
As the Dukes continue their
preparation toward the CAA
tournament,
they
hcu^d,, to

Wins ton-Sal em, N.C., Wednesday to
face Atlantic Coast Conference rival
Wake Forest.
The Demon Deacons lost to JMU by
two points in the finals of the JMU
Invitational last season.
"We kind of look at this game as the
CAA versus the ACC," Moorman said.
"We're not just playing for us, but for
our whole conference.
"Wake Forest is a pretty good home
team, so we'll have our work cut out
for us."
The Dukes return home to the
Convocation Center for a game against
Virginia Commonwealth Friday at 7:30
■p.m. •
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Stephen Rountree

24 hours a day
24-hour visitation in JMU dormitories? The sponsors of a Student
Government Association senate bill want to see it as a lifestyle option.
The bill of action, if approved by the Student Services Committee and
the student senate, will see the SGA working with the university to try to
implement 24-hour visitation as an option for which on-campus residents
can vote. We have no problem with the concept; as far as we're
concerned, it's already practiced in coed halls where nothing short of
totalitarian enforcement by resident advisers can stop it. But we don't
think the bill is the proper way to implement it.
JMU officially maintains restricted visitation in all dorms from midnight
through 9 a.m. (2 a.m. to 9 a.m. on weekends); this option should still be
made available. We believe plenty of students genuinely prefer restricted
hours; for one thing, they allow a resident a legal appeal route if their
roommate consistently cohabits with a member of the opposite sex.
If the bill's sponsors have their way, each dorm will have the opportunity
to vote in 24-hour visitation. This sounds like genuine democracy, but as
long as anything less than a unanimous referendum is required to
liberalize lifestyle options, we forsee situations where the majority of a
hall's residents vote for the option while the minority opposition is made
to put up with a lifestyle it doesn't want. Most residents would be getting
what they want, but others' desires would be ignored, especially in the
remote event that every dorm voted for the option.
We therefore think the Student Services Committee should rewrite the
bill to simply call upon JMU to legitimize 24-hour visitation in coed halls
while maintaining restrictions in the other dorms. This would appease
those students desiring round-the-clock visitation and still appease
anyone preferring present restrictions. If most students desire 24-hour
visitation, then JMU could increase the number of coed halls.
By providing more lifestyle options to choose from, such a move would
be consistent with JMU's stated intention to accommodate "differences in
age, experience and values" among campus residents. It is one the
university is more likely to accept than the less fair proposal in the bill.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial hoard.

Action for change, not blame, is needed

Yes, we have racism. So what do we do?

.-*

I read with interest Rob Morano's Jan. 26
column criticizing the Reagan administration for
its inattention to the race problem in America.
While I agree with some of Morano's points, the
question I would like to pose to him and his fellow
students is quite simple: so whatcha gonna do?
It is easy to sit back and point out problems and
blame others for the moral atrocities of our country
and its people. Okay, so President Reagan has not
invited the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People to the White
House lately. Yes, there is still discrimination in
housing, education, and the job market.
But once again the question I pose is this: What
are you going to do about it? When are the children
of our generation going to stop blaming everyone
and start assuming responsibility to change some
of the injustices of the world?
We can blame Reagan for the race problem. We
can blame our parents for the huge trade deficit (or
at least blame them for electing the administrations
that accumulated them). We can blame the poor for

—

being homeless, hungry, and unemployed. But
what is placing blame going to prove?
What we need arc solutions to these problems,
not one more person telling us they exist.

CHANGE OF PACE
Cyndi Williams
Let's break it down into simpler terms. You have
a test. You study while watching the American
Music Awards on television. You fail the lest.
You can't understand why. So you rationalize that
the test was too hard or the teacher graded unfairly.
Everyone is to blame except you. Instead of taking
responsibility for the poor grade, you blame it on
someone else.
By this, I am not saying that our generation is

the cause of all of society's ills. What I am saying,
however, is that they arc still our problems and we
have to take responsibility for them and find
solutions.
We have to find solutions to the race problem in
our country (and our world). It is up to us to
pressure the government into seeking alternatives
to the nuclear arms race. It is up to us to feed the
hungry, house the homeless and find a way to
ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity in
America.
Pointing out the problem is fine, but a call to
action is what we need. It is time to come up with
some answers. It is up to us to join the
organizations, write the letters,, make the speeches
and fight the battles. To quote Jesse Jackson in a
recent interview in The Washington Post Magazine,
"It is your challenge. It's your chance. It's your
choice."

Cyndi Williams is a senior majoring in history.
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CAMPUSQUOTE
Do you think campus residents
^ should be able to vote for
24-hour visitation?
"Yes, because I
think students
should be able to
decide how they
want their school
to be."
- Tom Simmons
sophomore
history/business
"Yes, I think so
because it applies
to their living
conditions and they
should have ,
control over their
environment."
John Haase
freshman
marketing
"Yes, because they
are the ones who
are going to have
to live with the
decision."
Bryan Oldham

Junior
management
"Yes, becausewith the
availability of
new freedoms,
college students |
should have the 1
choice to request
24-hour visitation-"
Cynthia Murray
freshman

undeclared
"Yes, because
different people
with different
views come in
every year and
their preferences
should be
considered."
Jenny Kumnick

senior
psychology
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.

f
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Nigger

Bold' column pointed out reality of racial inequality
To the editor:
As a minority student on campus, I would like to
thank Harry Atwood for expressing his concerns
about the word "nigger" in his article last Thursday
entitled "Nigger: A word used behind closed doors."
Through his efforts, Mr. Atwood enabled many
students and administrators at JMU to wake up and
face reality. Even though we'may feel racial equality
exists in theory, this is not the case in practicality.
Therefore, in order for JMU to find a solution to this
problem and others similar to it, we must be able to
acknowledge the truth. I wonder, how many of us are
really ready to do this?
Thus, regardless of color, let us be challenged by
Mr: Atwood's bold initiative. Certainly the threat of
prejudice is not the only issue in which we must
confront reality. Student apathy and,'the lack of

accountability to its members among student
organizations must also be examined. Essentially, as
students, we cannot afford to be content with the way
things are. Let's wake up, get involved, and make a
difference!
This is why I am so excited about this article
which definitely merits our attention. Of course, I am
not excited about the problem it indicates, but the
sense of reality that it stimulates.
With this in mind, as students attending such a
prestigious university, we should always stay on top
of what's really going on around us. Maybe then
JMU could reach its fuli potential.
James Coleman

junior
public administration/political science

'Incorrect assumption' of word's acceptance dispelled
To the editor:
In response to the article about the use of the word
"nigger" in Thursday's edition of The Breeze, I would
just like to take this opportunity to say that I'm very
pleased about Mr. Atwood's article on the use and
undoubted abuse of the word "nigger." Such a word
has been used throughout our society for such a long
period of time that individuals assume that it is all
right to use it whenever the mood hits them. This is
an obviously incorrect assumption. Just because
people use the excuses of having black friends, or say
that blacks say "nigger" all of the time, does not give
anyone the right to take such a word and use it in the
context of defining their own personal feelings about
how they view black people.
In reading Mr. Atwood's article, I found myself
nodding in agreement with some of the very valid
points that he brought up. Not only because of the

fact that I'm a black student at a prcdominandy white
institution, but because I'm an individual attempting
to better myself through the roads of an excellent
college education here at JMU — just like any other
student. It's time that students wake up to the reality
that black students are here to stay on this campus.
Not because JMU has a quota to meet, but because
the JMU administration understands that the role of
the black student here is critical here to the overall
success of not only black students, but other students
as well, as they prepare to enter the real world.
Again, thank you Mr. Atwood for a most
informative and educational article. Your point is
well taken.
Harold E. Harris, Jr.
president
Black Student Alliance

Changing face of apathy
To the editor:
In response to Charles Lundy's recent article
concerning apathy, many of the "older" adults
represented on JMU's campus who were products of
the '60s and '70s can well remember when apathy
meant living a life free of threat and controversy.
How falsely comfortable we were in our structured
collegiate lives of deftned roles, particularly the
females. We were convinced that eventually we would
become wives (and mothers) so we majored in the
traditional nursing, teaching, and secretarial areas. It
"does my heart good" to see so many female faces in
my classes in the College of Business.
I can well remember many times being the only
woman in a business class (actually it wasn't so bad),
and the professor asking. "Arc you sure you are
supposed to be in THIS class?" We also adhered to
accepted roles of behavior outside the classroom —
demerits for infractions iffthe dorm (as serious as not
passing a random room check or forgetting to "sign

in") and the ever-present PDA (public display of
affection, which would consist of simply holding
hands). Try explaining that one to your parents.
We. the college students of the '60s, were not at all
prepared for what was to come — the hippie
movement, communes, drug cultures, the Vietnam
war. Somehow, reflecting back, we managed to
assimilate the comfortable knowns of our carefree
college days and the chaos of our young adulthood
into a seemingly productive lifestyle. Perhaps we
would have all turned out a lot differently had we not
been forced into this dichotomy so ill prepared.
I find JMU students a great bunch — energetic,
positive, concerned and eager. So, what is so bad
about enjoying four years of college. "Real Life" will
find you soon enough...
Dr. Karen A. Forcht
assistant professor
information and decision sciences
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King's ideals desecrated by joint holiday
To the editor:
Explaining away Virginia's insult to Martin Luther
King Jr. and the civil rights movement {Breeze, Jan.
22), Messrs. Lambert and Michic, tell us that "Lee
and Jackson did not fight for slavery," but for a
"greater freedom for you and me." That argument is
an abuse of language.
However valiant, loyal, and talented Gens. Lee and
Jackson were, and whatever their private views on
slavery might have been, no amount of Dixie
romanticizing of logic chopping can change the fact
that a basic tenet of the cause for which they fought
was the slavery of black people. The "freedom" they
tried to win for "you and meC — a white "you and

me," of course — included the freedom to own people
with black skins.
More than any other state Virginia, through the
work of Patrick Henry, George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson and James Madison, shaped America's
concept of freedom. How sad, then, that 200 years
later the state of Virginia should group Martin Luther
King, the man most responsible for perfecting and
extending that American concept of freedom, with
two men who used their particular genius to undo
America itself.
National holidays aren't just days off from work;
they express the values a nation celebrates. When we
choose men and women to honor, we celebrate the

ideals embodied in those men and women. Lee and
Jackson might have been great guys, but they got it
wrong; they were good soldiers in a bad cause. Let
Forsyth County, Georgia celebrate them. In our
century, Martin Luther King was the mind, the voice,
and the soul of America's great cause — the cause of
freedom. Let Virginia join the rest of the nation in
celebrating him — and him alone — on Martin
Luther King day.

Ralph Alan Cohen
professor
English

Educational value of reading list falls short
To the editor:

enigma. The university instructed the
Unlike the University of Virginia and student to simply read the books on the
the College of William and Mary, JMU list. No additional information, such as
freshmen students have a required what the student is expected to learn
reading list- The student is expected to from his reading or how it would be
read at least eight works which range applied to his education, was included.
On the average, the reading list
from the books of the Bible to the
selected letters and poems of Emily arrived the first week of July giving the
Dickinson, and Shakespeare's "Hamlet." student approximately seven days to
Although the introduction of such read each work. Although God may
classics into a student's education is of have created the earth in one week, the
value, JMU has not responded well to Bible was not, and nor can the student
be expected to fully comprehend such a
its own assignment.
monumental masterpiece in such a
For most freshmen- entering the short period of time.
university in the fall of 1986, the
The works from the reading list are in
reading list, if even received, was an no way incorporated into the

curriculum. The university does, during
the course of the first semester, offer
lectures better explaining the works the
student has read. Often it has been
much too long between the reading of
the book and the lecture for the student
to receive the full educational value of
the lecture program. Since the student
may have forgotten some of the more
intimate details discussed at the lecture,
he simply chooses not to attend. The
lecture program, which undoubtedly
operates at a cost to the university, is
not required by most English professors
either, which also contributes to the
student's lack of interest in the lecture
program.

Why JMU assigns a reading list to its
freshmen students and then does not
constructively use its student's new
knowledge is puzzling. If the university
goes through the trouble and added
expense of sending every student a
reading list, then it should incorporate
the reading list into the curriculum, and
give the student a better explanation as
to why he was assigned these works.

Penny K. Sink
freshman
undeclared

New year promises more terrorism abroad
After watching the Iran/Contra arms scandal show
us how inept and disorganized our government is
when dealing with hostages, it isn't too hard to
predict how the next hostage crisis will unfold. This
is how the new year in terrorism could turn out:
Feb. 3: Pro-Iranian terrorists take over the
American University campus in Beirut taking 70
students hostage. The terrorists offer to trade the
hostages for American nuclear weapons.
Feb. 4: As he prepares to leave his job, White
House spokesman Larry Speakes rules out any deal
for the hostages, citing a reversal in U.S. policy.
"The administration is now against supplying
weapons to hostile nations," says Speakes.
Feb. 13: White House Chief of Staff Donald
Regan informs the president of the incident.
Feb. 14: Philippino communist guerillas take
over the American embassy in the Philippines. They
burn American flags and submit a list of demands
including the return of ousted dictator Ferdinand
Marcos, American apologies for past misdoings and
equal time with the Iranian terrorists on ABC's
"Nightline."
Feb. 15: Secretary of State George Shultz
washes his hands of both incidents.
Feb. 18: .Oliver North, the newly elected mayor
of Miami, offers a "secret plan" to gain release of all
terrorists and win the Contra War at the same time.
Feb. 19: In a move to distance himself from
North, President Reagan clarifies a previous
statement he made calling North a national hero. "I

•

meant to call Col. North a Nicaraguan national hero,"
Reagan says.
Feb. 20: In an effort to put the Philippino
situation on a backbumer, Donald Regan appoints
former president Jimmy Carter as special negotiator
to the Philippines.
Feb. 21: Former National Security advisor
Robert McFarlane publicly favors selling nuclear
weapons to moderate Iranian factions. He claims
Iranians need a nuclear deterrent in case the Russians
ever defeat the shepherds of Afghanistan.

9

GETTING REAL
Carl Johnson

Feb. 23: Vice President and 1988 presidential
contender George Bush admits he knew serious
mistakes were being made during the secret Iran arms
deal but says he decided to stick to his own personal
policy of blindly following the president.
Feb. 25: Iranian terrorists complain of
increasing American news coverage given to
Philippines holding the U.S. embassy. The networks
promise separate hostage specials.

Nicaraguan civil war ends when the Contras sell
controlling interest of a large U.S. conglomerate
acquired with the help of corporate raider Ivan Boesky
and diverted money from the U.S.-Iran arms deal. The
Contras announce plans to move to California to be
closer to the Reagans.
March 7: Donald Regan, who last year said
sanctions against South Africa would create a
diamond shortage upsetting American housewives,
advises against a quarantine around Iran, citing a
possibly disastrous Persian rug shortage.
March 12: Frustrated Iranian terrorists change
their demands from nuclear to conventional weapons.
They give a long shopping list of acceptable arms
that includes a demand for "no helicopters."
March 13: In a secret deal, Ferdinand Marcos'
widow Imelda is traded for Americans held hostage in
the Philippines.
March 14: At Brown University, Amy Carter
ris arrested again, this time for protesting her father's
trading of Imelda Marcos.
j
March 15: A large U.S. cargo plane lands in"
Tehran. Coincidentally, American hostages are
released in Lebanon.
March 16: Six more Americans are taken
hostage in Lebanon as fighting increases along the
Iran/Iraq border....

Feb. 28: Ferdinand Marcos dies in a Hawaiian
hospital.
March 2: In a bizarre turn of events, the

Carl Johnson is a junior majoring in accounting.
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WIRE
New threats intensify hostage situation
Terrorists demand trade,
threaten to kill hostages
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A terrorist group that
claims it kidnapped three Americans and an Indian
last week said Saturday it would kill them if Israel
does not free 400 prisoners within a week.
A handwritten statement, signed "Islamic Jihad
Organization for the Liberation of Palestine," said
400 prisoners held by Israel should be flown in an
International Red Cross plane to the Syrian capital of
Damascus.
The statement said the hostages would be executed
and their bodies "tossed at the garbage lots of
Cyprus," if the prisoners are not released. The group
said the one-week deadline is "not renewable."
The Arabic language statement was given to the
Beirut newspaper an-Nahar with a photo of Jesse
Turner, 39, of Boise, Idaho, a visiting professor of
mathematics and computer science. Turner was
pictured wearing a red T-shirt and looking into the
camera with a slight smile.
Turner was abducted from the Beirut University
College on Jan. 24 along with faculty members
Alann Stecn, 47, of Boston; Robert Polhill, 53, of
New York City; and Milthileshwar Singh, 60, an
Indian and resident alien of the United States.

Fears mount that envoy
might have been seized

Hostage taking causes
Americans to evacuate

LONDON (AP) — Archbishop of Canterbury
Robert Runcie sent urgent messages to Lebanon on
Saturday as fears mounted that his envoy, Terry
Waite, had been kidnapped on his latest mercy
mission.
Waite's relatives said they were shattered and
believed the 6-foot-7 envoy, who has not been seen
publicly in Beirut since Jan. 20, has now joined the
Western hostages for whom he has long sought
freedom.
A Lebanese magazine with contacts in Iran on
Friday said Waite might have been taken prisoner,
while a Lebanese newspaper said he would surface
over the weekend.
A
"Terry was determined to complete his mission
whatever the advice and no matter what personal risk
to himself," Runcie told reporters in Canterbury, 60
miles southeast of London.
"We're very concerned at all these different reports,
many of them conflicting, and I've sent an urgent
request to a number of key figures with whom we're
in touch to get their reaction to it."
There have been reports Waite ignored warnings
from the Foreign Office not to return to Beirut.

LARNACA, Cyprus (AP) — Seventeen Americans
arrived from Lebanon on Saturday, following the rash
of kidnappings that prompted Washington to order
U.S. citizens to leave the war-ravaged country.
The Americans, who came from various parts of
Lebanon, had sailed Friday from Jounieh, a port city
in the Christian enclave north of Beirut. They
apparenUy chose the 130-mile-long sea route because
the roads to Beirut's international airport are in the
Moslem-controlled southern suburbs of the capital
where many of the foreigners have been abducted.
"It's a beautiful country, we'd have liked to stay,"
said Cynthia Helou, originally of Kankakee, 111., who
lived in the northern port of Tripoli where her
Lebanese husband worked as an engineer.
The United States has ordered the estimated 1,500
U.S. citizens still in Lebanon to leave the country,
following another series of kidnappings of foreigners
from Moslem west Beirut in the last two weeks.
Americans who fail to leave within a month risk
having their passports revoked.
"Other Americans who want to leave will be
assisted to the extent possible," U.S. embassy
spokesman Christopher English said.

WORLD

Gorbachev faces more open opposition
MOSCOW (AP) — The resistance to
Mikhail Gorbachev's reform programs
is becoming increasingly apparent, and
his struggle with it more public, as the
Kremlin leader moves against the
entrenched Soviet bureaucracy.
Gorbachev scored some victories at
last week's Communist Party Central
Committee meeting on personnel
policy, but the committee failed to
endorse some of his key proposals.
Clearly frustrated with the slow pace
of change, Gorbachev closed the
meeting with a challenge to the
political machine he inherited from the
late Leonid Brezhnev.
Gorbachev declared that "the party and
all healthy people stand for change,"
and warned: "There can be just no other
path at all and this (the plenum) should
mark an end to the debates on whether
we need change or not."
Gorbachev's performance at the
meeting reflected both his personal
confidence and the strength of his
political position.
But he still faces a tough struggle
that in coming months is expected to
revoke, .around. .Gprbachcv's, call tfif
revisions in the party's internal election

Soviet teens tell Donahue they're happy
MOSCOW (AP) — An American TV talk-show host
asked 400 Soviet teen-agers to raise their hand if they were
having problems in school.
Not a single hand went up.
I How many were having difficulty with their parents, Phil
Donahue inquired.
Not one.
"Who is not happy?" he asked the teens.
No response.
"YOH mean there's no controversy with your parents?
None of you? Everything is wonderful in the Soviet Union
for teen-agers?"
The audience's reaction, or lack of it, illustrates the
dilemma the Kremlin's campaign for more honesty and
openness has created for Soviet citizens.
Conditioned for years to remain silent on delicate

subjects, especially in public and with foreigners, many
people arc having trouble overcoming old taboos.
Donahue's two-hour exchange with the students in a state
broadcast studio was one of several programs his crew
filmed in late January for airing in the United States during
the week of Feb. 9.
The bulk of the audience came from two prestigious
Moscow high schools': No. 27, which focuses on English
language training, and No. 22, a sport* traininginstitutc.
Most of the children in the two schools gain admission
through their parents' positions.
Donahue staffer Marilyn O'Reilly said she approached
students at those schools with the help of Soviet officials
and picked others at places frequented by teen-agers, such as
discos and skating rinks.

Gorbachev's dilemma was summed IIL.
system and for a special party meeting economic and social reform that is
last
week by senior Soviet
radical
by
Soviet
standards
and
which
in the summer of 1988.
commentator
Alexander Bovin, who
threatens
the
Kremlin's
"Old
Guard."
It comes as no surprise that
wrote
an
article
denouncing the "Soviet
Gorbachev is fighting the officials who
The
remarkable
aspect,
under
socialist
conservatives"
opposing
rose to power under his predecessor.
Gorbachev,
is
the
way
in
which
a
Gorbachev
and
compared
his
reforms
to
That is the usual case.
traditionally
clandestine
fight
has
been
the
de-Stalinization
period.
For Gorbachev, the necessity of
"There is certainly resistance," said
creating a base to ensure his poliucal brought out into the open, apparently
future has been c.oroeUcated, by l)is. , ,«>, ap, effort,tr» i^se pubhcjty.^s, a,„ Yevgeny,PQzdrttyako\, a^eqipr.^jtor
' desire to put into effect'a program of weapon against Gorbachev's opponents, at the Novosti news agency.
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Attention:
Contract Diners
the DIGEST
incorrectly
listed
PC Dukes
the phone No.
Baked Stuffed Idaho Potatoes
Just $1.19
to make
with any
reservations for
two toppings
Chicken Breast Strips
the 50s dinner.
5 strips with your choice
The correct
of sauce
number is:
$1.79
568-3622
The Steakhouse Quick, hot meals
2nd floor WCC
*>*

«*8*o.
One hour allotted
for your
pleasure

Mr. Chips has a
microwave and
a variety of ready
to heat foods such
as chili with beans,
cheese steak
subs, beef stew,
hamburgers, and
chili dogs, breakfast
sandwiches, hot
ham and cheese.
burritos .chicken
and noodles,
super subs and
more. Also.
fresh brewed
coffee.
Clerk Watt Lough
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Mr. Chips
More Than You Think
Open 24 Hours
Gibbons Hall. Entrance 4-5 Tel. 568-3922

